
AND MY HOME TALKS TO ME



THE WORLD CHANGES,  
AND SO DOES K•LINE 

Today we are all connected thanks to technology. We check the weather on the other side of the 
world, read articles from the foreign press and attend major events live without leaving home. 
Of course, information circulates and is shared without borders. And yet, some questions we ask 
ourselves in our daily lives go unanswered: «Did I close the windows properly before I left?”.

With K•LINE, information enters your home to offer you the comfort of a connected home. Discover 
K•LINE Smart Home, the K•LINE innovation that makes your life easier!
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Who has never wondered if the windows were properly closed before leaving home or if the alarm 
was activated? With K•LINE Smart Home, don’t ask yourself any more questions: ask your 
home. 

Because of its innovative spirit since its founding, K•LINE has developed its own solution to 
connect the home: K•LINE Smart Home. The integrated locking detectors (DVI), together with a 

free app, allow you to be constantly informed about the security of your home.

An innovation that K•LINE intends to offer to the general public so that the connected window 
becomes the new standard. 
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CONNECT WITH 
YOUR HOME 



“Sometimes, during the day,
I wonder if I set the alarm before

I left in the morning. 
Luckily, with K•LINE Smart Home

I can do this remotely”
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“When I arrived at the office,
thanks to the K•LINE Smart Home app, 
I noticed that the patio doors were 

closed, but not locked. To protect my 
home, I lower the shutters”

“When we had already left
for the weekend, we realized that

we had forgotten to lowerthe shutters. 
With K•LINE Smart Home we can
check if our house is secured”

INFORMATION ABOUT THE SECURITY OF YOUR HOME,  
ON YOUR FINGERTIPS
Sometimes, a window is on the latch, closed but not locked. To stay 
informed about the locking or unlocking of your doors and windows and 
therefore about the security of your home, choose K•LINE Smart Home.

“Did I remember
to lock

the front door
before I left?”



REVOLUTION

THE INTEGRATED LOCKING DETECTOR (DVI) 
A BIG STEP TOWARDS SECURITY

DVI ON SLIDING WINDOWS AND PATIO DOORS

DVI IN WINDOWS

DVI IN ENTRANCE DOORS

• Facing the DVI, the hexagonal magnet sits on the locking device.

The position of the magnet in relation to the magnetic detection sensors thus indicates if 
the element is open or locked.

• The latch with DVI detects the bolt.
- If the leaf is open or on the latch > door open.
-  If the door is key-locked > door key-locked.

•  Facing the DVI, the magnet is clipped onto the locking device.

The position of the magnet in relation to the magnetic detection sensors thus indicates the 
state of the element: open or locked.

On sliding windows and patio doors, 
regardless of the number of DVIs, 
the app provides the following 
information: 

-  If at least 1 of the DVIs is open  
> open.

- If ALL DVIs are locked  
> locked.
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•  UNIVERSAL :  

Unlike other products on the market, 
the Integrated Locking Detector (DVI) 
is available for the entire K•LINE 
range: casement and sliding windows, 
patio and entrance doors can be 
equipped with this new technology 
directly from the factory.

•  RATHER THAN CLOSED, LOCKED: 

While a typical opening detector simply 
tells you whether a door or a window is 
closed, the K•LINE Integrated Locking 
Detector tells you whether it is locked 
or unlocked. The Integrated Locking 
Detector provides you with accurate 
information. It does not let your eyes 
deceive you and allows you to know the 
status of your doors or windows: open 
or locked.
Essential information for your security 
and well-being.

•  AFFORDABLE FOR EVERYONE:  

The K•LINE DVI is offered at a single 
price of €20 including VAT (suggested 
retail price per unit) for any closing 
element (windows or entrance doors). 

The DETECT functionality is the result of 3 years of research and 
development and can be implemented thanks to an Integrated Locking 
Detector (DVI) in the door or window – a major breakthrough for the world 
of carpentry and for your lifestyle.

•  The DVI or Integrated Locking Detector is a wireless sensor that allows every closing element equipped with it – casement 
and sliding windows, patio and entrance doors – to report on its status:

WHAT IS THE ?

element locked  element unlocked



K•LINE has decided to innovate to offer you greater comfort in your daily life.
For your peace of mind.
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DETECT, AN INVISIBLE REVOLUTION FOR 
AN EASIER LIFE

DISCRETION GUARANTEED WITH THE K•LINE DVI A SIMPLE AND AFFORDABLE SYSTEM

•  INVISIBLE DESIGN: Integrated in the factory during the production process of the closing element, the DVI or Integrated 
Locking Detector merges with the aluminium window. Perfectly integrated, it is invisible when closed.

 
•  WIRELESS: The DVI or Integrated Locking Detector is a wireless sensor, i.e. no wiring is required. 

•  AUTONOMOUS: Sold with 5-year batteries.

•  EASY TO INSTALL: 

-  Integrated directly in the factory on the closing element, it does not require additional handling when installed.

- Easy to start: just connect the window to the K•LINE Smart Home app.

•  SIMPLE TO OPERATE: 

- An easy to use, customisable app, for example with the photo mode (as in the picture above).
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I CHECK THE STATE OF MY DOORS AND WINDOWS REMOTELY

SECURITY FOR ALL MY 
DOORS AND WINDOWS

KEEP YOUR HOME UNDER CONTROL AT ALL TIMES
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For doors and windows not suitable for the 
Integrated Locking Detector, K•LINE offers a 
Visible Opening Detector (DO).
Installed on the doors and windows, it lets 
you know if they are locked or unlocked. Of 
particular interest for service doors as well as 
for arched or trapezoid-shaped windows.

It must be closed manually. I can also lower its shutte.

I CHECK THE STATE OF MY DOORS AND WINDOWS
WITH MY SMATRPHONE OR MY TABLET

THE INTEGRATED LOCKING DETECTOR:  
HOW DOES IT WORK?

Thanks to the K•LINE Smart Home app and the Integrated Locking 
Detectors (DVI), wherever I am, I can see the state of my doors and windows 
at all times.

A lock on the icon tells me that they are locked.

•  I synchronize my Integrated Locking Detectors with the K•LINE Smart Home app.

• I check in real time if my window or my entrance door is open or locked. 

•  If necessary, I act remotely (I lower the shutters, I activate the alarm...). 

• I have full confidence that my home and those within are safe and secure.

•  The window is open

•  The sliding window 
   is open

•  The entrance door   
is open

•  The sliding window 
   is locked

•  The entrance door   
is key-locked

•  The window is locked
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•  Service door
   locked

•  Service door
   Open

VENTANAS

PUERTA DE ENTRADA

abierta

PUERTA DE SERVICIO

cerrada

VENTANA SALÓN

bloqueada

VENTANA HABITACIÓN

abierta

VENTANA COCINA

abierta para ventilación
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K•LINE ALARM PACK
CONTROL THE SECURITY OF YOUR HOME
Thanks to the information sent by the Integrated Locking Detector, I can 
control the state of the doors and windows at home. By connecting the 
Integrated Locking Detectors to a K•LINE Alarm pack, I have a perimeter 
alarm that detects and signals the presence of intruders at home.

•  Alarm pack: €820  
(suggested retail price; does not include installation).

•  You can upgrade the K•LINE Alarm pack with the 
Delta Dore Alarm offer.

The complete K•LINE alarm package consists of

• 1 central siren to sound the alert.

•  1 touch-sensitive interior keypad allowing you to activate or deactivate the 
alarm and create several surveillance zones.

• 2 mini remote controls to control the alarm.

AFFORDABLE

COMPOSITION OF THE K•LINE ALARM PACK
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HOW DOES THE ALARM WORK? 

WHEN I RETURN HOME

WHEN I AM NOT AT HOME

•  I am informed, in real time and remotely, about the security of my home and family. 
Active alarm = secure home.

•  If a window or the entrance opens while the alarm is activated, the K•LINE Smart 
Home Alarm icon on my smartphone changes. At the same time, the alarm siren is 
triggered at home.

•  I deactivate my alarm by dialling the access code on my smartphone, my Digicode® or 
with the remote control.

•  The app tells me if one of the windows is open or 
unlocked, and I can decide if I activate the alarm 
anyway:

 : at least one window or door is open.

 : failure detected (an unwanted event, empty
        batteries).

 : access the history of events.

•  I can act accordingly: go home, warn a third party, 
activate a surveillance camera to see what happens.

WHEN I LEAVE THE HOUSE

•  When I leave the house, I check that all my doors and 
windows are locked.

•  Using my access code, I activate my alarm with my 
smartphone, my Digicode® or my remote control. 

•  I receive information confirming that the alarm is 
activated and my house is protected.

•  The app tells me if one of the windows is open or 
unlocked, and I can decide if I activate the alarm 
anyway.

THE DIGICODE® AND THE CC CAMERA

The Digicode®* The CC camera*

*Optional



“No more losing or forgetting 
your key ring! Thanks to 

K•LINE Smart Home, Mummy 
opens the door for me 

remotely”

“With K•LINE Smart Home you 
no longer need to keep track 
of your house keys. With the 

app on our mobile devices, we 
can enter and leave with total 

independence”

“When I come home from the 
market, I open the door with 
my remote control and hey 

presto!, I put my shopping bags 
and parcels down without 

stress ” 

“It is no longer necessary to 
disturb my client when I go to 
his house to service his boiler. 
I call him when I arrive and 
he opens the door remotely 

with his smartphone ”

OPEN THE ENTRANCE DOOR REMOTELY WITH 
Providing security and simplifying daily life are the goals of the connected house. Opening the 
entrance door remotely is therefore in line with these goals and is possible thanks to the K•LINE 
Smart Home app.
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• I open the entrance door remotely: a motor leaves it ajar.

•  I receive immediate confirmation that the order I gave has been fulfilled.

• It must be closed manually on site.

•  With my key, I can enter the house at any time, even in the event of a power failure.

•  When I lock the door, I deactivate the electronic opening and I can go on holiday with complete peace of mind.

HOW DOES THE POD WORK*?
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• Door open:

It must be closed 
manually.

The electronic remote 
opening is disabled.
The door can only be 
opened with a key from 
the inside or the outside.

• Door key-locked:

• Door locked:

Mini remote control El Digicode®

EXTERNAL CONTROLS

A CONNECTED DOOR MAKES LIFE SAFER
With the K•LINE Smart Home app, the GLOSS control, the mini remote 
control and the Digicode®, I can control my front door from the inside or 
remotely. 

* The POD (Remote Opening Door) option is compatible with all our single-leaf entrance door models, with an exterior bar handle, from the Perspective, Contemporaine, 
Caractère, Prestige and Créative collections. The POD must be installed by an accredited professional in accordance with current regulations

By closing the door with my key, from the inside or the outside, I am deactivating the electronic 
opening for greater safety.

WITH THE APP OR THE GLOSS INTERNAL CONTROL, I KNOW AT 
ALL TIMES THE STATUS OF THE ENTRANCE DOOR

•  How can we guarantee 
safety on a day-to-day 
basis?

The POD’s motorised lock with 
remote opening is primarily a 5-point 
automatic lock.

•  How do you disable the 
electronic opening of the 
POD for more peace of 
mind?

The POD can be locked from the inside 
or the outside, disabling the electronic 
opening for your peace of mind. In that 
case, the door can only be opened with 
a key.

•  How can you be sure that 
the POD will not open 
in the event of a power 
failure?

In the event of a power failure, it is 
impossible to electronically release the 
hooks and bolts, so the door will remain 
closed.

WHAT ABOUT SECURITY?

The POD can be opened:
> From the inside: 

-  By pressing the GLOSS wall control once, 
-  Clicking once on the smartphone or tablet,
- Pressing the mini control once,
-  With the inner handle or the key.

> From the outside: 
-  Clicking once on the smartphone or tablet,
-  Pressing the mini control once,
- With the key, 
- With the Digicode®.
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“In summer, while I 
browse the web with my 

tablet, I control the 
lighting and prevent 

the house from getting 
too hot by lowering the 
shutters and orienting 

the slats of the Venetian 
blinds”

“In winter, while I am away 
for a walk, I open the shutters 
to take advantage of the sun’s 
heat to warm the inside of the 

house”

“Sometimes when I go out in the morning I 
forget to open the blinds. With K•LINE Smart Home 

I can do this remotely from work”

“During the weekend or 
holidays, to pretend I’m 
at home, I program the 

shutters to open and close 
automatically”
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REMOTE CONTROL OF YOUT SMART BLINDS AND SHUTTERS
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
K•LINE offers an easy to use, evolutionary and affordable app. Simple and 
convenient, it allows me to directly manage each and every one of my blinds 
for my convenience.



REMOTE CONTROL OF SHUTTERS AND 
VENETIAN BLINDS

I raise or lower the shutters or orient the slats of the Venetian blinds.
I access my favourite positions.
I receive immediate confirmation that the order I gave has been fulfilled.

I OPERATE THE BLINDS WITH MY SMARTPHONE 
OR TABLET
With the K•LINE Smart Home app and GLOSS controls, I can control the 
blinds from my home or remotely.

I CENTRALIZE THE RAISING 
AND LOWERING OF THE BLINDS

I group all the shutters and Venetian blinds by room or the whole house. I operate them at 
the same time with the K•LINE Smart Home app or with the K•LINE GLOSS group controls.

Orientation of the slats of a 
Venetian blind.

Opening / closing of a roller 
blind or a Venetian blind

K•LINE GLOSS wall switch 
for group. K•LINE GLOSS hand control.Grouping by floor/area and 

by room.
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I CREATE SCENARIOS

With the K•LINE Smart Home app I create scenarios adapted to 
my lifestyle.

I synchronize my scenario with the «Agenda» functionality of 
the app, so that I can automatically program the settings of the 
blinds depending on the day of the week...

During the weekend or holidays, with K•LINE Smart 
Home, I program or activate the raising and lowering of 
the shutters to make it look like someone is home and 
deter burglars.

I PRETEND THAT THERE IS
SOMEONE HOME
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CONNECTED SMOKE DETECTOR PROGRAMMABLE AND MANAGEABLE LIGHTING

• Ideally suited for fire protection.

•  If smoke is detected, it automatically raises the motorised shutters, 
providing an escape route in case of power failure.

•  Up to 10 years of autonomy, for easier maintenance.

• Turn on or off all the connected lamps in the same room with a single gesture. 

• Compatible with all types of bulbs (LED, low consumption, halogen...). 

INTUITIVE HEATING

• Intuitive operation and programming of the thermostat-operated heating system. 

• Compatible with the Delta Dore connected ecosystem (via Tydom). 

CONNECTED CC CAMERA

• Monitor your home remotely with your smartphone or tablet.

• Free Live Streaming functionality: 24/7 surveillance with the
 K•LINE Smart Home app.

• Privacy protection: possibility of disabling access to the camera
 to protect the privacy of the occupants.

• Access to video data with a secure encrypted connection .

CONNECT EVERYTHING YOU NEED WITH 
JUST ONE APP!
In addition to doors and windows, alarms, shutters and blinds, K•LINE Smart 
Home allows you to manage some of the daily needs of your home.
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MY HOUSE CONNECTED WITH THE MAXIMUM SIMPLICITY
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From your home or any other place, with the free K•LINE Smart Home app 
you can manage all the connected elements in your home with a simple 
gesture: entrance door, alarm, windows, shutters, lighting...

EXTREMELY EASY TO INSTALL

AFFORDABLE PRICES

1 DOWNLOADABLE APP

 operating system

iOS  or  Android

1 TYDOM 1.0 
HOME 
AUTOMATION
BOX

YOUR ROUTER

1 SMARTPHONE OR  
1 TABLET

A

C

B

D

2 -  I choose the equipment I want to 
connect (shutters, Venetian blinds...).

3 - I take a picture of the room. 4 - I place the icons of the products on the
 picture.

5 -   I control the shutter, from the room 
or remotely, and receive immediate 
confirmation.

1 -  I download the K•LINE Smart Home app 
from the App Store or from Google play.

THE PHOTO MODE

Extremely simple, the photo mode 
allows you to customize the app for 
very intuitive operation.

*Suggested retail price, excluding installation.

• Free app compatible with Apple iOs and Android

• A Tydom 1.0 home automation box for  €155*, without subscription fees.

•  Windows, sliding doors and doors with DVI preinstalled at the factory: €20* per DVI. 

• Visible Opening Detector (DO); uninstalled: €65*.

• POD option without installation: €900*.

• Alarm pack: €820*.

• Mini remote control: €55*.

• Digicode®: €246*.

• Smoke detector: €91*.

• CC camera: €246*.
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OPENS UP THE WHOLE 
UNIVERSE OF THE 
CONNECTED HOUSE

*Not provided by K•LINE, but controllable with the K•LINE Smart Home application in collaboration with Delta Dore, subject to compatibility with your equipment. 
   Ask your installer for advice. 

BLINDS

I operate the 
shutters and 
Venetian blinds 
from the room or 
remotely with my 
smartphone or 
tablet.

AGENDA

During the week, 
I schedule the 
shutters to rise 
at 6:30 am, and 
on weekends, at 
9 am.

GARAGE*

I open and 
close the 
garage with a 
simple gesture 
using my 
smartphone.

ENTRANCE 
DOOR

I open the door 
remotely and 
check at all 
times whether it 
is open, closed 
or locked.

SCENARIOS

I program the 
shutters, the 
lighting and 
the portal to 
be activated 
automatically 
according to my 
lifestyle.

HEATING*

I control the boiler 
and I regulate 
the heating 
thanks to the 
programmable 
thermostat 
for an always 
pleasant interior 
temperature.

CONSUMPTION*

I save energy 
by controlling 
my consumption 
of heating, 
electricity, 
water, etc.

ROOMS

I manage the 
heating, lighting, 
shutters in each 
room separately 
or centrally for 
the whole house.

LIGHTING*

I can turn the 
lights on and off 
and create a cosy 
atmosphere with 
my smartphone 
or table.

PORTAL*

I control the 
portal remotely 
(opening and 
closing).

ALARM

I secure and 
protect my house 
against intruders 
with an alarm 
system.

NEW
WINDOWS

I am always 
informed of the 
status of my 
windows: open 
or locked.

NEW

A specialist in home automation for over 40 years, Delta Dore offers 
solutions that are compatible with the connected devices of many other 
brands. 

Delta Dore’s modular system allows you to add new devices as your needs change .
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Discover the universe of the K•LINE connected house
and watch the video presentation of the app at:

www.ventanaskline.com

Download the K•LINE Smart Home app
FREE and WITHOUT MEMBERSHIP FEES

K•LINE 
Tel. (+34) 935 735 320 -Fax (+34) 935 735 321

Calle Diesel, 1 • 08150 Parets del Vallés (Barcelona) - SPAIN
aluminio@ventanaskline.com

+ (34) 935 735 320Tél.Webwww.ventanaskline.com




